User experience (UX). How can it help?
Before there was user experience there was frustrated users, Misunderstood requirements, and wasted
development effort...

Contextual Inquiry

Research!

Observing users carrying out tasks in their own
environment provides A deeper understanding of
Underlying needs and goals.
Good
questioN.
What DO
I want?

Customer

Customer

ANalyzing results across users can uncover Essential problems and solutions that
may be overlooked when focusing on business or technical development.

Interviews

Data Analysis

The Unreliability of
certain self-report data
Means that researchers
need to know which data
They should collect in
interviews, and which
They should collect
using other methods.

Usage Metrics such as
click path analysis reveal
objective (and often
unexpected) Patterns
across many users.

Um...Yeah! Of
course I Need
that...

...I think

Customers don't always know what they wanT. research methods exist for collecting objective
User data and creating design requirements prioritized based on frequency and importance. Such
Research Can support decision-making and identify opportunities for market differentiation.

Design!

Design is a process of solution exploration, communication and consensus
gathering. techniques have been developed to help make the process easier and more
effective - to create the perfect solution that customer didn't know they wanted.
Style guides & standards

Modeling & Sketching
Modeling user requirements
supports A shared understanding
of A problem space and provides
a framework for Future Design
reviewS and testing.
Sketching an interface allows
designers to rapidly work
through Options and innovate
within the ltimately flexible
medium of pen and paper.

Complying to user interface
Standards Leverages existing user
expectations and habits, as well as
best practices Within the user
experience community.
A style guide defined for each
product or product group ensures
that the user experience created is
Focused and consistent.

Paper Prototyping
Rough Sketches and wireframes
can be taken to users and
stakeholders to get early
feedback on the interface as a
whole.
Such testing can ensure the
validity of the basic Concept
behind a Design before jumping
into technical details.

Experience strategy
desirability? play? Ease of
use? Performance?
What non-functional
Requirements WIll ensure
your product stands out?

Evaluation!

How do we know IF software fulfills it's intended purpose?
How do we know when software meets user needs? It's important to
gather feedback once software is created.

Agile - providE the most business
value in the least amount of time.
I have no idea
what this thing
does. But you
know, all I really
need is...

UX - Design exactly the right product
(that people love to use).
nielsen's
fist
of fury!

~Usability testing
testing software with users allows
quick resolution of Tricky Design Issues.
assumptions made during development
can be tested, and the development team
can focus on fixing real user problems.

~Heuristic AnalysiS
Internal software reviews based
on usability rules of thumb are a
quick and Easy way to ensure a
design meets basic usability needs.

...surely we can all get along?

Check out the UX stage for more!

Stay tuned, there's
so much more...
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